H ATAG O T R AV E L - N AG OYA T O U R S

Explore the best of both
modern and ancient worlds
in Nagoya with Hatago Travel

NAGOYA
名古屋

HIGHLIGHTS OF NAGOYA
6 hours | Max: 8 | Private Guide
Visit one of the last 5 original Japanese castles, Inuyama, and immerse yourself in the
ancient atmosphere of a castle town. Our licensed guide specialist of the area will give
you tons of interesting information about culture and traditions such as samurai culture,
wonderful masterpiece of Japanese medieval architecture, unique scroll paintings, etc.

Recommended for culture, history, and architecture

SAKE BREWERY VISIT TO TOKONAME MANEKI NEKO TOWN
8 hours | Max: 8 | Minimum Age: 20 | Private Guide
Visit a 150 year old sake brewery in historic Tokoname, a famous pottery town just outside
of Nagoya. Discover Japanese rice wine production and taste Hakurou Sake from jars and
cups also produced from this town. Then, visit famous pottery spots in Maneki Neko Town.
Recommended for traditional pottery and Japanese sake

ARIMATSU - HISTORIC OLD TOWN OF DYEING
(INCLUDES KAISEKI LUNCH)
3 hours | Max: 8 | Private Guide
In the hustle and bustle of Nagoya City, there is a peaceful corner filled with an ancient
atmosphere. Founded 400 years ago along Tokaido Road, Arimatsu now flourishes as a
famous place for shibori tie-dyeing. Follow our local guide to time travel. Enjoy the view
of a charming historical garden while eating luxury traditional Japanese kaiseki cuisine
lunch in an old house.

HISTORY OF MISO AND JAPAN IN OKAZAKI
8.5 hours | Max: 8 | Private Guide
History and delicious flavors collide in Okazaki. Visit a miso brewery together with a private
guide and discover the traditional techniques that make it so delicious. Then, visit the
Okazaki Castle, the birthplace of one of the most influential men in Japanese history.

Recommended for culture, history, and local flavors
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INUYAMA CASTLE TOWN
6 hours | Max: 8 | Private Guide

Half Day Trip from Nagoya

Visit one of the last 5 original Japanese castles and discover the history of Japan in this
tour of the castle town of Inuyama. Learn about local tradition and culture such as the
Karakuri mechanic doll and more.

Recommended for culture and history

LUXURY TOUR TO INUYAMA CASTLE TOWN
WITH POTTERY EXPERIENCE
8 hours | Max: 3 | Private Guide | Private Car Transfer
The traditional Inuyama ceramic with red painting was appreciated by members of the
upper class since ancient time. Learn about the history of Inuyama-yaki and make your own
ceramic cup. Discover one of the last 5 original Japanese castles and its ancient surrounding
area where there’s a great ancient atmosphere and traditional shopping street.

MAGOME & TSUMAGO (NAKASENDO)
8.5 hours | Max: 8 | Private Guide

Day Trip from Nagoya

Leave the urban scene of Nagoya and take a trip 400 years to the past. Tsumago is Japan’s first
post town to preserve its district, an area that seems to have stopped in time 400 years ago.
Magome is another post town located on a sloped area that stretches for about 600 meters.
The road is paved with stones and lined with houses that evoke the richness of Japan’s
history. Enjoy some matcha green tea and traditional Japanese sweets.

SHIRAKAWAGO & TAKAYAMA
9.5 hours | Max: 8 | Private Guide | Private Coach Car Option

Day Trip from Nagoya

Visit the UNESCO Heritage Village of Shirakawago to see well-preserved gassho-zukuri
farmhouses. Explore mountain life and old Japanese Edo-era atmosphere of the old town
of Takayama with a knowledgable guide.

Recommended for culture, history, and agriculture

ISE JINGU SHRINE

Day Trip from Nagoya

9 hours | Max: 8 | Private Guide
Ise Jingu is the most important Shinto Shrine complex in Japan. There’s a total of 125
shrines in Ise area that’s dedicated to the goddess Amaterasu, the founder of Japan according
to Shinto religion. Learn about Japanese mythology, culture, and more with easy-tofollow explanations with our guide. Visit both Naiku and Gekku Shrine (inner and outer)
and the surrounding flourishing nature.
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